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Butterfield Speaks will lead a highly interactive session in which we add to 
your repertoire of persuasive communication skills. Participants will: 

• Bring greater insight and vision to leadership communications

• Use Powerbites to persuade

• Use Storytelling to inspire and motivate 

• Lead more effective high stakes meetings

• Better prepare for presentations

• Improve executive presence; voice, physical life and gesture

View Video Content on Virtual Performance and Presentation Excellence

Eight Steps to Presentation Excellence
The Virtual Spotlight: Broadcast Skills in the Age of Zoom

Workshop Preparation
Participants will be asked to read chapters from It’s Showtime: Richard Butterfield’s 
Power of Persuasion. Using this curriculum, each will develop content and share 
best practices as follows: 

Vision Look to the horizon as it relates to your sector or your industry. 
Weave insights and predictions into an Aspirational Story that 
paints a picture of future success after opportunity has been seized.

Powerbites Build a clear, crisp Powerbite that will persuade a team to adopt a 
process, initiative, or program re-design. 

Storytelling Choose a current initiative, process or technology. Be prepared to 
share a Cautionary Tale that illustrates failure to execute and a 
Hero Story that illustrates success. 

Structure Using a Hook, Promise and Roadmap, prepare the opening of a 
presentation in which you propose a process improvement, 
innovation, or initiative. 

Objectives

Pre-Assignments To create the most effective workshop possible, participants will engage with 
the Butterfield Speaks curriculum and complete pre-assignments prior to the 
workshop. 

https://youtu.be/2pjWETYLiqQ
https://youtu.be/k4jID8LyiI8


Program

Kick-off Webinar 
During this 90 minute webinar, Butterfield Speaks will set the stage for the 
Presentation Excellence program. We will introduce your team to the Power of 
Persuasion curriculum, explain the pre-assignments and set expectations for the 
upcoming workshop. 

Set the stage for Virtual Communication Excellence (Optional)
A quick 15-minute one-on-one session to review and get feedback on your virtual set 
up, lighting and backdrop.

Presentation Skills Workshop
Participants will deliver the pre-assigned content and will receive active feedback and 
coaching. For larger groups, we may suggest breakout sessions, with additional 
coaches. 

Agenda

Morning: Introduction to the The Power of Persuasion

• Professional Passion
• Vision
• Powerbites

Afternoon: Presentation & Coaching of Power of Persuasion skills

• Storytelling 
• Structure – Hook Promise and Roadmap
• Question & Message
• Wrap-up
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Customize It
What does your team need?
Like all Butterfield Speaks workshops, this design is completely flexible to the 
needs of your team. Curricular items can be expanded or contracted as 
needed. 

All content will reflect current or upcoming initiatives and communication 
challenges, so your team leaves the workshop with skills and content they can 
put to work immediately. 


